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National Guaranteeing Association
Slovak Chamber of Commerce and Industry    

Date of accession to the ATA system
15/01/1993

Field of application
 ATA Convention 

Convention on "Professional equipment" 

Convention on "Exhibitions and Fairs" 

Convention on "Commercial Samples" 

Convention on "Scientific equipment" 

Istanbul Convention and all its Annexes  

Territorial coverage
 Customs territory   

Other applications
 ATA Carnets are accepted for postal traffic 

ATA Carnets are accepted for transit.  

Languages in which Carnets should be completed
 Slovak, Czech, English. The Customs may require a translation when the ATA Carnets are completed in any other
language.    

Replacement carnet
 Yes, in accordance with Article 716a of EU Customs Code 

Slovak authorities accept replacement carnets if they are submitted by the Holder to the competent Inland Customs
office (in which area the goods are placed) for evidence and acceptance within the validity of the initial ATA carnet.
Presenting the replacement carnet on 30 days before the expiry of validity of the initial carnet is recommended.   

Regularization fee requested by Customs
 No  

Customs offices
 All Customs offices are authorized to accept ATA Carnets during normal opening hours.   

Special observations



 Since May 1, 2004 the Slovak Republic is a European Union Member State and a member of the Monetary Union
since January 1, 2009 and applies the single EC Customs Tariff and Regulations (EU Customs Code). 

  Internal transit in Slovakia (EU): the Slovak Customs authorities require for the entry of all the kind of goods
covered by ATA Carnets in the Slovak territory the use of blue transit vouchers for internal transit from the Border
Customs offices on the EU external border of the Slovak territory (the only EU external border is the Ukraine –
Slovakia border) to the Inland Customs offices, which are competent to release the goods on the carnet for
temporary importation (white entry voucher) in Slovakia (EU).  


